Abstract-Equirectangular panoramas are popular tools for achieving 360 degree immersed viewing experiences. A panorama captures a scene from one point and panoramic viewers allow the user to control the viewing direction, but the viewer is not allowed to move around. This study proposes a strategy for transforming equirectangular panoramic images with the effect of moving freely in three dimensions. The strategy assumes that the panorama is an enclosed space comprising a flat ground and flat vertical walls. A equirectuangular Hough transform is proposed for detecting the boundaries of the respective planes. The panoramic image is then decomposed into the respective planes, the viewing point is translated and a new panoramic image based on the new viewing position is composed. Preliminary proof of concept test shows that the strategy allows free translation within simple panoramic images.
INTRODUCTION
Equirectangular panoramas have become popular especially with services such as Google street view [1] , but are also used in other domains such as museums [2] . Equirectangular panoramas are single images that capture a scene viewed from one point going in all directions. Full equirectangular panoramic images are twice as wide as they are high as they represent 360 degrees horizontally and 180 degrees vertically. Panoramic images are viewed using standard interactive panoramic viewing software [3, 4] . The user can usually control the viewing direction and field of view giving the user a convincing impression of being present in the actual location.
Equirectangular panoramas are captured either by special cameras lenses or multiple images with the camera pointing in the different direction. Special software is used to transform single images taken by a special lens, or merge multiple images, into the equirectangular panoramic image [5, 6] .
Although panoramic viewers gives the observer a realistic immersed third-person experience, they do not allow the observer to move around. For example, Google street view allows the viewer to move around, but the viewer is moving from one panorama to another where the panoramas are captured at regularly spaced positions along the streets. The transitions between the different panoramas are discrete and sudden.
The objective of this work is to develop a method that allows a viewer to move around certain panoramas. This work assumes that the panorama contains man-made objects, which often contain flat faces. Example scenarios include moving around inside a room defined by one panoramic image, or moving from one panoramic image to another in other to create more smooth transitions between different panoramic images. In practice, the planes would usually represent walls, being it inside a building or outside between buildings.
The method uses a Hough transform to attempt identifying flat vertical faces, or walls, in the panorama. Using the face information the panoramic image is decomposed into the respective faces, the viewing position is moved and finally a new panoramic image is reconstructed using the flat faces according to the new viewing position.
II. BACKGROUND Several approaches with similar goals have been attempted in the literature. Common to these methods is that they rely on two or more panoramic images. Shi et al. [11, 12] proposed a method for changing the viewer's position in a location by interpolating between different cubic panoramic views. Cubic panoramas comprise a set of six square images representing the panorama in all six direction like a cube or box. Shi et al.'s interpolation approach is based on ray-tracing techniques, which checks the color consistency of corresponding pixels in different panoramas.
Shanat and Laganiere [13] solved the same problem of interpolating between different panoramic views, but did it in real time with a graphical processing unit. Their approach is based on computing the optical flow field between adjacent cubic panoramas, and then morphing is used to achieve the motion between the panoramas. Both color features and geometric features were incorporated into the interpolation.
Zhang et al.'s [14, 15, 16] approach to interpolating between different panoramas is based on computing a complex mesh of triangles, when are subsequently used to resynthesize panoramic views from different positions. A similar triangularisation approach was proposed by Zhao et al. [17] who also prioritized achieving pleasant visual transitions over realistic representations.
The more general problem of detecting planes in threedimensional space has received much research attention [18, 19, 20, 21] , which of most are based on stereographic images. Some attempts have also been based on incomplete 3D-data [22] and hand-held camera swipes [23] . Attempts have also been based on single images where assumption is made about the scene, such as wall detection [24] .
The approach presented herein distinguish itself from previous attempts on panoramic images in that it does not require multiple panoramic images. However, unlike previous methods it does make assumptions about the scene geometry being rich in planes.
III. METHOD
The proposed method involves transforming an equirectangular panorama as viewed from a translated position. The method involves three steps. First, the enclosing planes, or walls, are detected. Next, these planes are extracted from the panorama, the viewing position is translated and finally the new panorama is constructed from the new viewing position. 
A. Plane to sphere projection
The method proposed herein is making extensive use of plane to sphere projections. The observer is defined as being in the origin of a three dimensional Cartesian coordinate system, surrounded by a sphere S with radius R, here arbitrarily set to 1, located at [0, 0, 0]. The observer observes a plane perpendicular to the viewer, that is, a plane with its normal pointing towards the center of the sphere (see Fig. 1 ). A rectangular image is defined on the plane. The task is to project this image onto the surface of the sphere defined using a geographical coordinate system of latitude and longitude [7, 8] .
The face image is pixels x pixels wide and pixels y pixel high. The center of the image is defined as the closest point to the center of the sphere, that is, the normal. The size of the image (width, height) in the Cartesian space is defined by the horizontal and angles a, b between the normal vector and the vector from the sides of the image (see Fig. 1 ). Mathematically, the pixel points for an image lying on the plane z=1 are defined as
. = 1
where the image size is given by
If the image is quadratic if width = height.
Next, the point of intersection [x', y', z'] between the viewing sphere S and the line going from the center of the sphere to an image pixel point [x, y, z] is simply:
The point of intersection is thus defined by the vector with length R along the line going from the sphere origin to the grid point.
Finally, the intersection point [x', y', z'] is transformed into geographical spherical coordinates [φ, ϕ] analogous to latitude and longitude, using the following expression φ = tan ( , ′)
ϕ = sin ( 8 ) Note that it is the arctan2 function that is used which yields an angle in the range -180 to 180 degrees.
B. Plane boundary detection
The proposed method assumes that a panoramic view representing surrounding planes. For example, the viewer may be inside a box, in a city with buildings, etc. For simplicity, it is assumed that the viewer is fully immersed inside six enclosing planes perpendicular to the viewer and to each other respectively, making up the walls, floor and ceiling. The first task is thus to detect the boundaries of the six planes. This is achieved in three steps. First, vertical and horizontal edge detection is applied to the image using a vertical and horizontal Sobel convolution filter V and H, respectively, with the following kernels:
One property of the equirectangular panoramic space is that vertical lines in the original scene also remain vertical in the equirectangular panoramic space. Therefore, the vertical edges separating the walls are found by taking the vertical projection [9] of the vertical edge detected image, or more specifically
( 1 0 ) where p(x) is the projection at x and B(x,y) is the binary value of at x, y, defined by
Here, I(x,y) is the pixel value at x, y.
The vertical projection reveals the horizontal position of the vertical edges as peaks in p(x).
Unlike vertical lines, horizontal lines do not remain straight nor horizontal in the equirectangular plane. Instead, straight lines become curved in the panoramic domain. Therefore, an equirectangular Hough transform [10] is proposed for detecting horizontal lines, and hence detecting the horizontal boundaries of the wall-planes, that is, the top and bottom of these planes. 
where T(φ, ϕ) is the line perpendicular to the viewing vector projected onto the equirectangular space. The maximum values of the accumulator table reveals the [φ, ϕ] position of vertical lines in the equirectangular space, that is, φ reveals the plane orientation and ϕ reveals where the plane begins or ends, where a low ϕ is the bottom of a plane and ϕ is the top of a plane.
C. Plane extraction
Once the plane boundaries are extracted the rectilinear image is projected back onto the respective plane within the defined boundaries making up the face. The proof-of-concept implementation used in this study achieves this by traversing pixel points on the plane and filling these with the corresponding value of the corresponding point projected onto the equirectangular space. 
E. Panorama construction
Having obtained the respective faces of the panorama and given a desired translation the new equirectangular image is constructed as follows. The points of each phase image I is traversed, and for each point [x, y] the corresponding projected point [φ, ϕ] given by the tranformation T(x, y) on the viewing sphere is computed. Since the relationship between pixels in the plane and the equirectangular space is non-linear the blank space between some points are filled in using polygons (see Fig. 3 ). More precisely pixel value I(x, y) of the face is used to color a polygon defined by the four points
IV. EXPERIMENTS
A simple proof-of-concept implementation was realised in java. The resulting transformed panoramas produced with the implementation are shown in The illustrations show that the projections after the translation transformation is nearly visually perfect. However, a low-resolution image was used and the aliasing effects are quite noticeable. No particular effort is made to perform anti-aliasing apart from filling in uncovered pixels using polygons. Moreover, this simple example is a very easy case as it has regular faces that are easy to identify.
V. CONCLUSIONS
A technique for translating the viewer's position in single equirectangular panoramas was presented. The translation is achieved by transforming the panoramic image in three steps. First, the main flat vertical faces of the scene is identified, then the panorama is decomposed into its respective faces, and finally the faces are used to reconstruct the panorama from the new viewing position. The approach is limited to panoramas with flat faces or approximately flat faces and does not work for general panoramas. The method is therefore applicable within buildings and between buildings and other structures with flat faces. Future work includes improving the face detection algorithm and incorporate techniques reported in augmented reality research [24] to make the method more robust and capable of detecting general surfaces. Another direction is to explore the proposed technique for moving around hand drawn panoramic sketches [25] . 
